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Madikwe Comparative Survey Exercise 
J.J. Naudé and D. Joubert – 5 December 2018  

Bassair Aviation was recently contracted by North West Parks to complete a total count survey of 
the Madikwe Game Reserve in South Africa during November of 2018. Innoventix Consulting was 
afforded the opportunity to evaluate the Elephant Survey System (ESS) by collecting data at the same 
time as the Bassair survey team and afterwards compare our detections with their sightings. Such a 
comparison would show how well the ESS operates relative to an experienced survey crew as well 
as provide a set of ground truth observations obtained independently from the ESS and the 
development team itself. 
 

 

Figure 1. Elephants being circled by the survey helicopter in the Madikwe Game Reserve. 

1 Survey methods overview 
The following sections explain the survey methodologies employed by Bassair Aviation and the ESS, 
as well as the recent improvements that have been made to the ESS. 

1.1 Bassair survey method 
The aim of the Bassair survey was to obtain a total count of all animals within the Madikwe Game 
Reserve. During a total count, the Bassair survey crew fly along transect lines which have been laid 
out so as to obtain complete coverage of a region. When an observer spots a herd of animals, the 
team deviates from the transect to circle over the herd and count the animals. Locations of herds or 
individuals are recorded on an on-board laptop, which minimises double-counting by continuously 
displaying the location and herd size/composition of previously sighted animals. 
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To facilitate an accurate count, Bassair makes use of a helicopter, which enables them to fly slowly 
and very close to the ground (typically below 100 feet) so that the observers can easily spot and 
count smaller animals such as antelope. The helicopter is also used to circle and hover over herds, 
corralling the animals together for easier counting. Hovering over wooded areas also flushes out 
animals from beneath trees. 
 
The helicopter used was the Bell JetRanger III (tail number ZT-RKP), as shown in Figure 2. The Bassair 
crew consists of four members, the pilot (Mr John Bassi), the recorder (Ms Erika Schulze) and two 
observers. Note that all members take part in spotting animals. 
 

 

Figure 2. The Bassair survey crew made use of a Bell JetRanger III helicopter to complete their total 
count of the Madikwe Game Reserve. 

1.2 ESS survey method 
The ESS was designed for use in sample surveys of elephants. Here a region is surveyed by flying 
transects covering only a part of the park and only elephants are counted. The count from each leg 
of the transect set represents a statistical sample. From multiple such samples and using some mild 
statistical assumptions, a population estimate with error bounds can be calculated for the surveyed 
area.  
 
For the Madikwe survey, the system has been modified from previous iterations and only these 
modifications will be discussed here1. Firstly, a new tagging interface for verifying the detections of 
the deep neural network has been implemented, which provides a simplified and greatly accelerated 
user experience. The new interface, SpeedCheck, makes use of pre-extracted image crops as well as 

                                                      
1 For an in-depth overview of the ESS system, please refer to Appendix A. 
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a distributed task queue to greatly increase the speed with which images are loaded and presented 
to users. 
 
Secondly, the altitude activated control switch for the rig was replaced with a manual control box, 
seen in Figure 3, and connected to the rig by a long cable. The pilot can clearly see the operational 
status of the camera system without having to work through the tablet. The pilot can also easily 
control when image capture should start and stop. 
 

 

Figure 3. Control box for the TriCap capture rig. Flashing LEDs indicate the operational state of the 
system, while the switch can be used to initiate or stop a capture. 

Thirdly, the TriCap camera rig was mounted in the back of the BushCat airplane (as seen in Figure 4) 
where previously it was mounted in the front where the passenger seat is located. This modification 
was necessary as the BushCat (ZU-IMS) that was available for the survey is of the taildragger variant 
which has a strut underneath the passenger seat that is not present in the previously used nose-
wheel variant. This strut would have obscured the camera view. The advantage of the back-mounted 
rig was that a passenger can now fly along with the pilot to provide navigational assistance. The 
disadvantage is that there is no shutter plate to protect the lenses from debris kicked up by the plane 
during landings and take-offs. 
 
The crew who operated the ESS during the Madkiwe comparison exercise were: Mr Norman 
Stapelberg (pilot), Mr Hannes Naudé (technical support and navigation) and Mr Deon Joubert 
(technical support). 
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Figure 4. TriCap camera rig mounted in the back of a taildragger BushCat. 

2 Comparison methodology 
As was seen in Section 1, the methods employed for the Bassair survey differ significantly from those 
for which the ESS was designed. For that reason, the way in which the ESS was operated had to be 
adapted to facilitate a meaningful comparison. 

2.1 Flight methodology 
The most important consideration during the comparison exercise was to keep the two aircraft 
closely synchronised in time and space to allow for direct comparisons between the Bassair sightings 
and the ESS detections. Additionally, no modification could be made to the Bassair crew’s method 
of operation, as they could not afford any delays to their surveying work.  
 
During the conducted sorties, the helicopter flew slower than the BushCat and could deviate from 
the transect legs to circle herds, which resulted in the BushCat finishing the transect before the 
helicopter. It was decided that when this happened, the BushCat would complete the transect leg 
and wait for the helicopter to finish the leg. The BushCat would wait by either continuing in a straight 
line (to gather more training data) or by flying in a circle. When the helicopter would complete its 
leg, the BushCat would return and fly the next transect leg with the helicopter, thereby synchronising 
the two aircraft on a leg-by-leg basis. Initially, the synchronization was done purely by visual spotting, 
but in later sorties Mr. Bassi announced each of his turns over the radio which aided greatly in 
keeping the two aircraft synchronised. 
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The alternative mounting location of the rig in the BushCat meant that Mr Naudé could accompany 
Mr Stapelberg on the flights to help with navigation and visually spotting the chopper. This capability 
was found to be immensely helpful in getting the new pilot up to speed with operating the system 
in a short time. Nevertheless, the procedure would only be refined after several flights, as can be 
seen in the daily logs in Appendix B. 

2.2 Data comparison methodology 
As the swath width covered by the ESS cameras is quite large, the images on sequential transect legs 
will overlap, which would not happen during a sample survey. This overlap between transect legs 
made it necessary to adapt the analysis tools with regard to registration. A version had to be built 
that would allow for the comparison of images on an ad-hoc basis, as opposed to images that follow 
sequentially or were captured at the same instance. This direct registration interface was built and 
although it does not propose matches as the normal registration interface can, it can also compute 
the projection between two images upon request. 
 
After registration, it was still quite difficult to match the ESS detections to the Bassair elephant 
sightings. To do the matching, the sightings were plotted in Google Earth together with the image 
locations in which elephants were detected. By comparing the total number of elephants in images 
surrounding a sighting, and then checking the images to see if potential matches made sense, 
matches could be made with mostly a high degree of confidence. Note that this method would have 
been very error prone if the two aircraft were not so closely synchronised in time. 

3 Results 
Only two sorties were selected for comparison, as the matching process was quite intensive: Sortie 
4 was chosen because the area covered contained a large number of elephants. Sortie 6 had the 
best synchronisation between the two aircraft and would provide the most reliable comparison. 

3.1 Sortie 4 
Sortie 4 was undertaken on Tuesday the 13th of November and corresponds with the third day of the 
first count of the Bassair survey. To obtain the ESS detections, images were first processed using 
SpeedCheck and thereafter using the registration tools. The detections and sightings were then 
plotted in Google Earth. During comparison it was found that a number of detections had not been 
sufficiently registered due to a configuration error and had to be corrected. However, the 
comparison should still be valid as it shows which sightings were picked up by the ESS.  
 
Figure 5 shows a representation of the ESS detections and Bassair elephant sightings. The Bassair 
elephant sightings are indicated by numbered red circles. The location at which images were 
captured by the ESS, which contain elephant detections, are indicated by blue dots. As can be seen, 
the red sightings are often off of the transect, as the helicopter deviated to circle a herd. ESS 
detections are always on the transect, as that is the location of the cameras when the image is 
captured. The images which have been matched to sightings are indicated by the blue polygons.  
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Figure 5. Representation of Bassair sightings (large red numbered circles) and ESS detections (smaller 
blue dots) for Sortie 4. Polygons surrounding each sighting indicate which detections have been 
matched to those sightings. Yellow stars indicate unmatched ESS detections. 

Note that elephant herds are likely to be detected across multiple images. Also note that due to the 
close proximity of the transect legs, sightings can be matched to multiple groups of images. The 
yellow stars in Figure 5 indicate ESS detections for which no corresponding Bassair sighting could be 
found. 
 
Table 1 contains a per sighting comparison between the ESS and Bassair counts for each sighting for 
Sortie 4. When ESS detections were matched to the same sighting during multiple passes, the ESS 
count reported is the higher of the counts for the passes. From the table, it can be seen that the ESS 
detected all of the elephant groupings observed by the Bassair crew. Indeed, several lone bulls were 
also detected by the ESS which the Bassair team had missed. These missed sightings can possibly be 
attributed to the separation in time between the passing of the helicopter and that of the BushCat 
or the restricted search swath width of the helicopter. The elephant could have wandered in or out 
of the search range just before or after the Bassair team passed over the location. Because the ESS 
has a larger search swath width, it would have had a better chance at detecting these elephants. 
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From the individual sighting and total counts in Table 1, it can be seen that the two methods do not 
agree on the number of elephants counted. This can be due to a number of reasons: Tree coverage 
can affect the visibility bias of the two methods differently. An example, where too few elephants 
were detected by the ESS, can be seen in Figure 6. Here the deep shadows of the tree could 
potentially obscure a number of elephants. The corralling of elephant herds also has an effect, an 
example of which is shown in Figure 7. Corralling makes it easier for the human crew to count 
elephants, but it is possible that calves hiding underneath several larger elephants could be obscured 
from the ESS. This behaviour can also occur during especially warm days, where the calves are 
shielded from the sun. In an extreme case, it is possible that an elephant could have been identified 
as a rhinoceros (or vice-versa) during verification, as they can look similar if the front of the animal 
is obscured, as seen in Figure 8. Finally, there is also the potential for miscounts on the part of the 
Bassair team, as can be seen in Figure 9 which shows that the herd spotted in sighting 25 actually 
contained 11 and not 10 elephants.  
 

 

Figure 6. Example enlarged images from Sortie 4, showing how the shadow from a densely wooded 
area can potentially affect the performance of the ESS. 
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Sighting Bassair count ESS count Notes 
1 24 27 Herd spread over multiple images 
2 1 1 1.5 km distance separation between ESS detection and 

Bassair sighting. Match is possible given the 10 minutes 
time separation between observations. 

* N/A 1 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting 
3 1 N/A Leg not flown by BushCat due to in-flight GPS difficulties. 
4 1 1  
* N/A 1 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting 
5 19 14  
* N/A 1 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting 
6 10 9  
7 8 5  
8 7 3  
9 12 12  
10 7 7  
11 20 19  
12 11 3 Many elephants were not detected by the ESS possibly 

due to tree coverage (Figure 6) 
* N/A 1 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting 
13 2 2  
14 15 14  
15 29 26 Herd was corralled by helicopter (Figure 7) 
16 1 1  
17 10 N/A Leg not flown by BushCat due to in-flight GPS difficulties. 
18 18 N/A Leg not flown by BushCat due to in-flight GPS difficulties. 
19 3 4 Although sighting 19 was not on a BushCat flown leg, it 

was detected on another leg due to the large overlap. 
20 24 21  
21 49 47  
22 19 22  
23 6 5  
24 4 3  
25 10 11 Miscount by Bassair (Figure 9) 
26 18 19 Miscount by Bassair 
27 1 1  
28 14 13  
Totals 315 294 Excluding sightings from transects not flown by BushCat. 

Table 1. Comparison of Bassair sightings and ESS detections for Sortie 4. 
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Figure 7. The same elephant herd, before and after corralling by the helicopter. 

 

Figure 8. Example of potentially ambiguous rhinoceroses. The bottom rhinoceros can easily be 
identified by its narrow head and shadow which show its ears. The calf on the top, underneath the 
tree, could easily have been mistaken as an elephant calf if it had been viewed in isolation. 
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Figure 9. The image of the ESS detections matching sighting 25, with enlarged details. 11 elephants 
were detected (indicated by blue circles) which is more than the Bassair count of 10. 

  

2 
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3.2 Sortie 6 
Sortie 6 corresponds to the second day of the second count of the Bassair survey and was flown on 
Thursday the 15th of November. To prevent registration during comparison potentially biasing the 
results, the processing procedure was more extensive and strictly controlled.  All detections made 
by the ESS were verified, which took slightly less than 6 man-hours. Each image on which elephants 
were detected was then checked for additional elephants that might have been missed using the 
Herd Detection tool. Finally, the registration tools were used to match elephants that appear in 
multiple images. Comparison was only undertaken once this process was finished. 
 

 

Figure 10. Representation of Bassair sightings (large red numbered circles) and ESS detections 
(smaller blue dots) for Sortie 6. Polygons surrounding each sighting indicate which detections have 
been matched to those sightings. Yellow dots are unmatched ESS detections.  

The per sighting comparison for Sortie 6 can be seen in Table 2. Two Bassair sightings (8 and 9) were 
not detected by the ESS. The images captured in these regions were manually searched, but no 
elephants could be found. It is possible that the ESS did indeed detect these elephants, but at too 
low a confidence rating before being shown during verification. Typically, an elephant ignored in one 
image would be picked up in the subsequent overlapping image, but if there was not sufficient 
overlap between images, the elephant could have been missed. 
 
Several lone elephants were detected by the ESS that were missed by the Bassair team. Interestingly, 
a herd of 9 elephants was found that was also missed by the Bassair team, which can be seen in 
Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Image of the ESS detected elephant herd with not matching Bassair sighting. 

Distinguishing between potential matches where multiple sightings were recorded close to one 
another has proven especially difficult. As an additional comparison method, the captured images 
were stitched together in a linear panorama and then imported into Google Earth as an image 
overlay. Here, the image could be approximately aligned to visual landmarks and herd locations 
and compositions from consecutive passes could be compared to make informed guesses as to 
herd identities. 
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Such an analysis was undertaken for the large herd recorded as sightings 23 to 27. In Figure 12 the 
overlaid images can be seen, together with the detected elephants as well as the transect 
(magenta), BushCat track (indigo) and JetRanger track (white). The large elephant herd is bisected 
by the road, which makes it easier to understand that sightings 23 to 26 was of the bottom group 
(16 elephants) while sighting 27 was of the top group (50) which matches what the ESS detected. 

 

Figure 12. ESS captured images and detections overlaid in Google Earth, together with transect 
(magenta), BushCat (indigo) and JetRanger (white) tracks. 
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Figure 13. Detail from the overlay image of Figure 12, showing the elephants above and below the 
road. 
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Sighting Bassair Count ESS Count Notes 

1 1 1 
 

2 1 1 
 

3 11 11 
 

4 2 1 
 

5 12 12 
 

6 2 2 
 

7 1 1 
 

8 1 0 No ESS detection match was found 

9 1 0 No ESS detection match was found 

10 1 1 
 

11 13 13 
 

12 and 13 3 8 Very spread out small herd, difficult to match 

* N/A 1 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting 

14 and 15 36 36 Spread out herd over multiple images, difficult to match 

16 and 17 12 12 Spread out herd over multiple images, difficult to match 

18 26 23 
 

19 2 2 
 

20 10 9 
 

21 4 2 
 

22 22 26 
 

23 to 27 66 66 Large herd spread over multiple images (Figure 12) 

* N/A 1 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting 

28 9 7 
 

29 4 4 
 

30 1 1 
 

* N/A 9 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting (Figure 11) 

31 14 13 
 

32 1 1 
 

33 16 16 Matches assigned from a number of images 

* N/A 1 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting 

34 12 12 
 

35 3 2 
 

36 17 12 Wooded area, could have affected visibility for ESS 

* N/A 2 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting 

* N/A 1 ESS detection not matched to a Bassair sighting 

37 3 2 
 

Total 307 312  

Table 2. Comparison of Bassair sightings and ESS detections for Sortie 6. 
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4 Conclusions 
Given the results of the comparison exercise, we believe that the ESS has performed very well when 
compared to the human survey team. For both sorties analysed, only two sightings of lone bulls 
were missed, with many more elephants detected that were not spotted by the Bassair team. 
Although the counts produced do not match exactly, they are near enough in agreement. Especially 
for Sortie 6, which was the best synchronised sortie. Given that the ESS was applied in a total count 
survey whereas it was only designed for a sample survey, the ESS has performed remarkably well. 
 
However, a number of issues need to be noted in the interest of future developments. Instances 
were observed where incorrect registration of elephants occurred due to the orientation of the 
aircraft during flight. The aircraft had to ‘crab’ significantly to compensate for the wind to stay on 
the prescribed transect legs. This had the effect that the same elephant could be observed in images 
from different cameras where the photos were not taken at the same instant, which could result in 
a slight overcount of elephants. This registration error can be addressed in future through various 
methods, for instance by computing the position of each elephant instead of only using the position 
of the aircraft and then basing registration on overlapping positions of elephants. 
 
Although image quality remains a concern for the ESS, the images from this exercise have been found 
to be acceptable. The improvement in image quality can be attributed to flying at 2000 ft altitude 
above ground (AGL) as opposed to 4000 ft AGL. This was done with the specific aim of ensuring that 
detections would be unambiguous and presentable to a critical audience, such as should be 
expected during a comparison exercise. At the flown altitude, variations in topography can have an 
effect on the final ground spatial distance (GSD), which can in turn affect the performance of the 
neural network. In future the topography of a region to be surveyed should be considered when 
planning transects and flight altitudes.  
 
The mounting of the camera rig on two wooden struts in the back of the plane may also have 
dampened the effect of high-frequency vibration on the system, which might have prevented motion 
blur from affecting the images. Although various other methods for improving the focus of the 
images were investigated before the exercise, none really resolved the issue in a sufficient manner. 
Especially the failure of the autofocus method (reported in Appendix B) was a disappointment, given 
its good performance during a previous test flight. 
 
Comparison between human observations and automatic detections remains an arduous task and 
still often ends in inconclusive or speculative results. This is largely due to the fact that human counts 
are not auditable, so in cases such as sightings 5-8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 20, 21, 23 and 24 from sortie 4 
and sightings 18, 20, 28, 31 and 36b from sortie 6 we are left to speculate on possible causes for the 
discrepancies. These discrepancies are typically small relative to the final count, but the absence of 
a clear explanation remains unsatisfying nevertheless. To improve this situation, one would have to 
mount recording equipment on the aircraft used for the manual count, which is possible but limited 
by the amount of deviation to normal counting procedure one is willing to tolerate. 
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However, it should be stated that the comparison was made much easier by the proper coordination 
between the two aircraft. There are various improvements that can be made further still. Firstly, 
having the human observation team record on which side of the aircraft sightings were seen would 
help. Secondly, having the crew take pictures of spotted herds, or mounting external cameras onto 
the aircraft, would also help to better analyse the occurrences of miscounts. Thirdly, the movement 
of herds induced by the helicopter complicated the matching of detections to sightings in several 
instances, which should perhaps be avoided. 
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The ESS collects images from aircraft-mounted cameras and identifies elephants within the images 
through processing by a deep neural network and verification of the network’s results by human 
operators. The aircaft used is the SkyReach BushCat Light Sports Aircraft (LSA). 
 

 

Figure 14. SkyReach BushCat. 

An overview of the operation of the ESS is shown in Figure 15. Images are first collected using the 
TriCap capture rig mounted within the BushCat (seen in Figure 16), after which the data is copied 
onto a powerful computer for off-line processing. The data capture equipment consists of three 
Canon EOS 6D Cameras, a laser altimeter and a Raspberry Pi computer. The Canon cameras are 
equipped with 85 mm f/1.8 Canon lenses and have built-in GPS receivers. The cameras operate in 
shutter priority (Tv) mode, with a fixed shutter speed of 1/2500 and an ISO of 100. 
 
The laser altimeter provides accurate altitude measurements at low altitudes while the GPS altitude 
readings are sufficient for higher altitudes. The Raspberry Pi is used to manage and synchronise the 
data recorded from the sensor. The Pi also connects wirelessly to a handheld tablet which provides 
a user interface where the pilot can monitor the system status and manually start and stop data 
captures. A control box, connected by an extended cable to the Raspberry Pi, provides capture status 
feedback as well as the capability to start and stop captures. Other than the pilot, no additional 
human operators are required during the data capturing process. 
 
During the off-line processing, a deep neural network processes the images and generates 
heatmaps. These heatmaps indicate the likely location of elephants within the images, an example 
of which is shown in Figure 17. The possible elephant locations are then extracted as detections 
which are presented to a human operator in the SpeedCheck and DetWeb browser-based 
application. The human operator steps through the images, confirming or rejecting the proposed 
elephant detections, while also checking images with confirmed detections for any additional 
elephants, as seen in Figure 18.  
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Figure 15. Flow diagram illustrating the operation of the ESS. 

The cameras capture images at a relatively high rate, which results in overlapping images covering 
the same region multiple times. Having the images overlap is advantageous, as complete ground 
cover is ensured and elephants can be verified across multiple images. However, as the same 
elephants are detected multiple times over several images, it is necessary to align the images and 
match the duplicate detections across these images to obtain a set of unique elephant sightings.  
 

 

Figure 16. TriCap data capture rig mounted in a BushCat. 
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Figure 17. An example of a generated heatmap, overlaid onto a visual image, highlighting the likely 
locations of elephants within the image. Enlarged portions of these likely locations are also shown. 
Note the incorrect detection highlighted in red, which necessitates human verification. 

 

Figure 18. Screen capture of DetWeb, used to verify the detections generated by the neural 
network. 
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 Daily log 
The following section provides a description of each day of the Madikwe comparison exercise. 

B.1.1 Sunday, 11 November – Assembly 
The ESS crew arrived at the Madikwe Game Reserve. The ESS was mounted onto the BushCat and 
ground tests were conducted. The crew met with Mr Bassi and Ms Schulze at the reserve 
headquarters to discuss how the comparison exercise should be carried out and to obtain the 
transect flight paths for the next day’s flight. 

B.1.2 Monday, 12 November – Test flights and Sortie 1,2,3 
Due to strong wind conditions at the reserve headquarters, the Bassair crew could not take-off until 
later in the morning. This afforded the ESS crew, who were based at the Madikwe East Airstrip where 
the wind was less strong, the opportunity to complete a quick test flight. A minor issue with the 
system failing to communicate with the cameras after the SD cards were formatted was discovered 
and resolved. Thereafter the BushCat could join the Bassair crew on the transects for Sortie 2. During 
the sortie, Mr Joubert setup the processing equipment at the headquarters. 
 
During the flight, Mr Naudé observed that the control box would indicate, after a short time in flight, 
that the system was not operating correctly anymore. Restarting the capture would resolve this 
problem. However, after several such restarts the system stopped operating and did not respond to 
further commands. Upon landing, the system was removed from the aircraft and taken to the 
headquarters. Here, it was tested to determine whether any of the new modifications have adversely 
affected the operation of the system.  
 
The error could not be reproduced through long duration testing. Examination of the logs of the 
flight, however, revealed that if one of the cameras were to drop a capture, the system would 
incorrectly enter a persistent error state, even though it was capturing images. The code was fixed 
to prevent entering this state. Later in the afternoon, the system was again installed into the aircraft 
and a test flight (Sortie 3) showed that the system was operating correctly. 
 
Unfortunately, the data captured during Sortie 2 was not very well synchronised with the Bassair 
crew as the methodology for flying the transects while coordinating with the helicopter was still 
being refined. Furthermore, the cameras were not properly focussed, which led to some low-quality 
images being captured. The cameras were refocussed before the next flight. 
 
During the evening, the ESS crew met again with Mr Bassi to further discuss the comparison method 
while also obtaining the transects for the remainder of the flights. 

B.1.3 Tuesday, 13 November – Sortie 4 
The flight for Sortie 4 was started on time, as the wind was not as strong as on the previous day. 
Overall, Sortie 4 was a better flight than Sortie 2, even though some issues with transect navigation 
was still experienced and the flight had to be stopped early due to the cameras dropping captures.  
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After landing, processing of the Sortie 4 data was started. Initially, the SpeedCheck interface was 
much slower than it should have been. The problem could luckily be traced to the pre-cropping 
directory having been incorrectly setup while the front-end code was attempting to download font 
files for an unnecessary long time before giving up. These issues were resolved, and the tagging 
proceeded much faster.  
 
After studying the images, it was observed that the overlap between sequential images was not very 
large on the downwind transect. It was decided to increase the capture rate from once every 3 
seconds to once every 2.5 seconds to ensure that there would be no breaks in overlap between 
images. 

B.1.4 Wednesday, 14 November – Sortie 5 
During the morning, a good sortie was undertaken, with further refinements to the navigation 
procedure. As the flights were conducted over a part of the park which had very few elephants, it 
was decided to rather keep processing the data for Sortie 4. While Messrs Stapelberg and Naudé 
were flying, Mr Joubert relocated the processing equipment to the Madikwe River Lodge, where the 
crew were staying for the remainder of the comparison exercise. 
 
In the afternoon a flight was undertaken over the Kromdraai region, without the Bassair crew. This 
was done to obtain images of the elephants in the region, as well as to test a new autofocussing 
capturing method. Unfortunately, the autofocus method did not work and none of the images are 
useable. 

B.1.5 Thursday, 15 November – Sortie 6 
Sortie 6 was the best flight of the comparison exercise, with very good coordination between the 
BushCat and the JetRanger. After the flight, the data for Sortie 4 was further processed and 
registration could also be undertaken. In the evening, the preliminary results were presented to Mr 
Bassi and Ms Schulze, who then also provided their elephant sightings for the flight we had 
undertaken.  


